Invariants to w-component links are defined and are shown to be link cobordism invariants under certain conditions. Examples are given.
THE LINK INVARIANT
Let S? be either the sphere S"+1 or the disk Dn+1 and suppose Vx, ... , Vm are codimension two submanifolds of 5e. We require the V¡ to satisfy:
(1) V¡nVj = 0 for ijij; (2) u(V¡)cS^ is trivial; (3) Vir\dVi = dVi.
We denote such an ordered set of submanifolds (5? ; Vx, ... , V ) and call this collection a special m-tuple. HX(S? -(Vx u ••• U Vm)) = Zm by Alexander duality, so let p¡ be the class of the meridian to V¡. Note that an m-link (S"+ ;LX,... ,Lm) is a special «i-tuple and here p¡ is the meridian of L¡.
We will discuss finite abelian groups G -Za © ■ • • © Za but we really wish to consider m -tuples of cyclic groups (Za , ... ,Za ). The order is important and we indicate it by the ordering of the summands of G. We also choose preferred generators for G ; let g¡ be the generator of Za . Proposition 1. Let (S"; Vx, ... , Vm) be a special m-tuple and let G = Za © • • ■ © Za be a finite abelian group with one summand of G corresponding to one submanifold of 5?. Then there is a canonical G-manifold M that has the following properties:
(1) M ^+M/G = Se. = 0 and the V¡ to satisfy (1), (2) and (3).
Proof. Let X : Hx(5^ -\JV¡) r-* Z take the linking coefficient of a class in \{^ -U ^) witn me fundamental class of V-. The map (Xx, ... ,Xm): HX(S" -\J V¡) -y Zm is an isomorphism by Alexander duality. Let M be the covering space which corresponds to the kernel of the composition, nAS? -\JV¡) ^Hx(^-\JV¡) {Ál^m) Zmm-^G.
In this composition « is the Hurewicz homomorphism and mod is the reduction of the z'th coordinate modulo a¡. The covering translations are G and have canonical generators arising from the meridians p¡.
Framings of v(V¡) are given by elements of [Vj,S ] . If / e [Vj,S ] is a framing define pf: V¡ -* u(Vj) -V} by pushing Vj according to the framing /. Now, [Kj.s'l^Homiff,^),/^1)) /i-*f.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and Hom(7/, (K),77, (S1)) = Hom(7/",(F),Z) since Sx is a meridian and is so We can now extend the cover of V. x(B -0) to a (/-manifold by extending 2 1 the Z -cover of B -0 to the standard Z branched cover of (ß ,0). "7 7 (Za -cover of 52 -0) x (7/;.-cover of ^) -♦ (ß2 -0) x V. n n 2 2 (Za -branched cover of B ) x (77 -cover of V.) -y B x K Repeating the process of completing the covers of v(V¡) -V¡ for all i yields the G-manifold AÍ. From the construction it is easy to see that M satisfies conditions (1), (2) , and (3). a Remark. n~ (V.) -y V. is the covering space with group 77 gotten from the linking numbers with the other components. In particular, if these are zero then n~ (V.) = Vj x 77. is a trivial cover.
The following lemma is well known. VJ is a special m-tuple and (dB"+i ;dVx,...,dVJ = (S"+3 ; L,, ... ,LJ.
We can now associate (7-manifolds to links. Let G = Z © ■ ■ © Z so Denote by [ , ] the inner product of characters for a group G. If M is a 2k dimensional (/-manifold we write Sign(G,M) for the (/-signature of M, see [1] . Let x be an irreducible character and V = {v e Hk(M;R) <g> C: gt(v) = X(g)(r) for all g e G) . Then Then we define F by F(y) = úgn(G,Mg).
If g0 and gx both represent y then there is a homotopy 77: s2q+2 x 7 -► V S so that the p( 6 S2 are regular values, 7f"0 = g0 and 77, = gx. Let Afb e the canonical (7-manifold over (S2q+2 x I;H~x(px), ... ,H~x(pJ). Since dMH = Mft U (-M ) we have by additivity, Sign(G,dMH) = Sign(t7, Afft) -Sign (G, M ). dMH is the boundary of a G-manifold and so has zero Gsignature. Therefore F is a well-defined function.
F is a homomorphism. If y, is represented by the map gx with corresponding m-tuple (S q+2;Px, ... ,PJ and y2 is represented by the map g2 with corresponding m-tuple (S q+ ;QX, ... ,QJ then y, + y2 is represented by a map h with corresponding m-tuple (S2q+2#S2q+2 ; P, U g,, ... , Pm U QJ . The connected sum is taken by removing disks disjoint from the v(P¡) 's and v(Q¡) 's. A/ -^* S q+ is a covering space away from IJ v(P¡) so 7r~ (removed disk) is a union of \G\ disks in Af . The same holds true for M . Now Mh = (M -\G\ disks) U (M -\G\ disks) where the union is taken along the boundary of the disks. Since Sign((7, \G\ disks) = 0, Sig,n(G,Mg -disks) = Sign(G,Mj . By the additivity of the (7-signature, Sign((7, MJ = Sign((7, M ) + Sign((7,'A/ft ).
We now show that F is the zero map. By the Hilton-Milnor theorem, n2q+2(V $ ) « 0y(0 7r2?+2(^+1)) where the inner sum is over certain (j -1)-iterated Whitehead products [13] . Since 2# + 2 is even, the only summands we must check are n2q+2(S q+Z). They are the only infinite summands and R(G) has no torsion. If ik : S2 -y S2 V • • • V 5^ V ■ ■ ■ V S2m is the inclusion into the kth spot then the maps, n2q+2(S q+ ) '-* x2q+2(\/S ), are given by ß -y w (/,,..., ij o ß where w(ix, ... ,ij is an iterated Whitehead product of the ij's with one Whitehead product corresponding to one summand inclusion. Since it is only necessary to check the generators of n2+2(S2q+2), we reduced the problem is showing F(w(ix, ... ,ij) = 0. We make the following claim which we prove shortly.
Claim. The manifolds w(ix,... , ij~x(p¡) are products of spheres.
Since all the manifolds contained in the special m-tuple (S2q+1 ;N., ... ,NJ associated to w(ix, ... , /' ) are products of spheres, so are the covering spaces of the Nj 's. The various fixed point sets of the canonical G-manifold over (S q+ ; Nx, ... , NJ are covers of the TV" 's and so have no signature. In addition the normal bundles to the fixed point sets are trivial, so by the (7-signature theorem [1] , Sign(G,MN) = 0.
We now prove the claim. Suppose [f] e nn+x(\JS2) and [g] e nm+x(\/S2) so that /: (D"+x,dD"+x) -» (\/S2,*) and g: (Dm+X ,dDm+x) -» (\JS2,*) have p as a regular value. We also assume f~X(p) and g~X(p) are a union of products of spheres, or one or both may be a point. We wish to see that Sign^ ,NVU(-NU)) is zero. As in Lemma 4, we define a map F: n2q+2(S ) -y R(Zd). If y e n2q+2(S2) and p e S2 then represent y by a map g which has a regular value at p . Let N denote the rf-fold branched cyclic cover of (S2q+2, g~x(p)). Then F(y) = Sign(Zrf, N ). By the argument in Lemma 4, this map is a well-defined homomorphism. Since n2"+2(S ) is torsion, F is zero. Therefore, Sign^, Nv U (-Nv)) = 0 and we may compute Also note that s(N): Tm -► Z is continuous (and therefore constant) on the components of Tm -{Q e Tm/detN(Q) = 0} . We now give a formula for sigL when L is a boundary link. If VxU---\JVm is a boundary type Seifert surface for L, i.e., dV¡ = L¡, then sigL may be computed in terms of the Seifert matrix. Let S = [AJ be the Seifert matrix for \JV¡. S is a matrix of matrices with A¡¡ being the /; x l¡ matrix of V¡ (see [5] for details). One can form the special m-tuple by pushing the interior of V¡ into the interior of B q+ along isotopies arriving at V¡. The usual Gcover of B q+ -(J V¡ can be decomposed into a union of balls: each ball is B q+ -(path of the isotopies). The intersection pairing can then be computed. This well-known Mayer-Vietoris argument combined with some matrix algebra establishes the following formula. can be completed to D x D by the same formula. We can then complete the cover of 5 -(J V¡ to a branched cover Bv -+ B . The fixed point set of g" is V¡ and the fixed point set of gfgj is the finite set of points V¡nVj. Other group elements formed from the product of more than three generators do not have fixed points. In order to see that Sign(G,Py) is an invariant we choose another set of surfaces V', construct the branched cover Bv, and observe that Sign(G, Bv U -Bv,)) = 0. The G-signature is zero by the G-signature theorem; the contribution from the isolated fixed points is given by Sx%n(gr¡g),BvU(-Bv,)) = iq^(l^n^|-|^n^|)cot(|).cot^.
Since \V¡ n Vj\ -\v'¡ n V'\ = lk(L¡,Lj) with multiplicities, the contribution is zero.
Versions of this classical link invariant were defined by Cooper [3] and, in essence, by Gilmer [4] . The author is grateful to P. Gilmer for alerting him to these works. Cooper constructs Seifert surfaces to the link components with special types of intersections, associates a Seifert type of pairing and proceeds along lines similar to Tristram. Gilmer computes Casson-Gordon invariants of 3-manifolds described by surgery along L. One performs this calculation by replacing certain link components by cable knots. The Tristram signature of this altered link is the invariant (see Theorem 3.6 of [4] ).
